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Let V ; R n be a bounded domain with boundary ­ V of class C 2.
We consider a linear parabolic differential equation of second order
n ­ ­ u
u s a x q a t , x u , t g R, x g V , 1a .  .  .t i j 0 /­ x ­ xi ji , js1
1 n .  .where a s a g C V ,  a x j j ) 0 for each x g V and eachi j ji i, js1 i j i j
 . n ` .nonzero j , . . . , j g R , and a g L R = V .1 n 0
 .  .Equation 1a is complemented with regular oblique Robin homoge-
neous boundary conditions
­ u
t , x q c x u t , x s 0, t g R, x g ­ V , 1b .  .  .  .
­n
1 n. 1 .where n g C ­ V, R is a vector field pointing out of V and c g C ­ V
is a nonnegative function.
Motivated by deep results on one-dimensional parabolic PDEs con-
w xtained in a series of papers 4, 5 by S.-N. Chow, K. Lu, and J. Mallet-Paret,
 .  .I investigate the set of solutions to 1a q 1b that are globally positive.
 .Our main result is the following see Corollary 2.4 .
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 .  .THEOREM. Let u , u be solutions of 1a q 1b defined and positi¨ e for1 2
all t g R and all x g V. Then there is a positi¨ e constant k such that
 .  .u t, x s k u t, x for all t g R and all x g V.1 2
A key idea in the proofs is to consider a family of linear parabolic PDEs
 .obtained by letting the coefficient a t, x vary in some metrizable com-0
` .pact subset of the vector space L R = V endowed with the weak*
topology. That family generates in a natural way a compact linear skew-
 . 1 .product semiflow on a product vector bundle with generic fiber L V .
For n arbitrary, the results obtained seem to be new even in the case of
 w x.autonomous equations compare the remarks on p. 288 in 5 .
I mention that it was John Mallet-Paret who asked me about an ``easy''
 .way to establish uniqueness up to multiplication of globally positive
solutions. I am grateful for his hospitality during my short stay at the
Lefschetz Center for Dynamical Systems, Brown University.
0. PRELIMINARIES
 .Throughout the paper, for a Banach space X the symbol L X stands
for the Banach space of bounded linear maps from X into itself, endowed
with the uniform operator topology.
Let A be the differential operator
n ­ ­ u
Au x [ y a x . 0.1 .  .  . i j /­ x ­ xi ji , js1
Ä ÄDenote by A the linear operator A u [ Au acting on the Banach space0 0
2 .  .of functions from C V satisfying the boundary condition 1b . For each
Ä p .1 F p F ` the operator A is closable and densely defined in L V . Let0
Ä Ä p . 5 5A denote the closure of A in L V . We write ? for the norm onpp 0
p .the Banach space L V , 1 F p F `.
 w x.It is well known see, e.g., Pazy 10 that for each 1 F p - ` the
Ä .unbounded linear operator A is the infinitesimal generator of anp
ÄyA t pp 4   ..analytic semigroup e of compact linear operators from L L V .t G 0
ÄPut A [ A q Id.p p
 .LEMMA 0.1. For each 1 F p - ` the spectrum s A of A lies in thep p
 4halfspace z g C : Re z G 1 .
Proof. As yA is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroupp
yA p t  yA p t.e of compact linear operators, for each t ) 0 the spectrum s e
 4consists of eigenvalues and 0 . By the standard regularity theory the
solutions of the abstract parabolic equation u q A u s 0 are classicalt p
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yA ?1p   ..ones, hence we can consider e g L C V . The Kreõn]Rutman theo-Æ
 w x. yA p?1rem see, e.g., Hess 8 implies that the spectral radius of e is a
positive eigenvalue corresponding to a positive eigenfunction ¨ . Multiply-0
 .ing ¨ by a positive constant, if necessary, we can assume that ¨ x F 10 0
for each x g V.
yt .For s g V, t G 0, put ¨ t, x [ e . The function ¨ is a supersolutionÄ Ä
 w x w x.for the definition see, e.g., Hess 8 or Smith 14 for the initial boundary
value problem
u q Au s yu ,t
­ u
q c x u s 0, .
­n
u 0, x s 1 for x g V . .
An application of the parabolic maximum principle to ¨ and to theÄ
 .solution ¨ t, x to the initial boundary value problem
¨ q A¨ s y¨ ,t
­ ¨
q c x ¨ s 0, .
­n
¨ 0, x s ¨ x for x g V , .  .0
 .yields that ¨ t, x converges to zero as t ª `, uniformly in x g V, with
the exponential rate of decay not larger than y1. So the spectral radius of
yA ?1 yA ?1 p y1p p  ..    ...e g L C V hence of e g L L V is not larger than e . As
 w x.  yA p?1.the spectral mapping theorem see, e.g., 10 asserts that s e s
  ..  4exp s yA j 0 , the desired result follows.p
a p .aFor a G 0 denote by A the fractional power of A , and by L Vp p
5 5 5 a 5its domain endowed with the graph norm ? [ A ? . Obviously,p, a pp
1 p .1A s A and L V is the domain of A .p p p
THEOREM 0.2. For each 1 F p - ` the following holds:
 .  .a there is a positi¨ e constant C s C p such that
5 yA p t 5 5 5 pe u F C u for all u g L V and t G 0, .p p
 . p . yA p t p .ab for each u g L V , t ) 0, and a G 0, e u g L V ,
 .  .c for each 0 F a F 1 there is a positi¨ e constant C s C p, a such1 1
that
C1yA t pp5 5 5 5e u F u for all u g L V and t ) 0, .p , a pat
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 .  .d for each 0 - a F 1 there is a positi¨ e constant C s C p, a such2 2
that
ayA t a pp5 5 5 5Id y e u F C t u for all u g L V and t ) 0. .  .p p , a2
 w xProof. All the facts stated above are standard see, e.g., Henry 7 or
w x.Pazy 10 .
` .For t g R and b g L R = V , denote by b ? t the translate of b,
 . .  .b ? t s, x [ b t q s, x . Put
 4B [ w*-cl a ? t : t g R ,0
` .where w*-cl stands for the closure in the weak* topology of L R = V .
Since B is bounded, it is a compact metrizable space in the weak* topology
` .of L R = V .
 .  .For b g B denote by M b ? t the multiplication operator by b t, ? :p
M b ? t f x [ b t , x f x , f g L p V , x g V . .  .  .  .  . .p
The following result is straightforward.
p .LEMMA 0.3. For each b g B, each 1 F p - `, and each f g L V we
5  . 5 5 5ha¨e M b ? t f F R f , where R is the essential supremum of a .p pp 0
 .1. LINEAR SKEW-PRODUCT SEMI DYNAMICAL
SYSTEMS
We consider the following abstract parabolic equation
u q A u s M b ? t u , 1.1 .  .t p p
together with an initial condition
u 0 s u . 1.2 .  .0
In the present section we investigate, for 1 F p - `, the dependence of
 .  .solutions to 1.1 satisfying 1.2 on the coefficient b g B and the initial
p .condition u g L V .0
 .  .The abstract initial value problem 1.1 q 1.2 can be written in the
form of the integral equation
tyA t yA  tys.p pu t s e u q e M b ? s u s ds. 1.3 .  .  .  .H0 p
0
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 . w . p ..We refer to solutions of 1.3 , that is, functions u g C 0, ` , L V
 .  .  .  .satisfying 1.3 for each t G 0 as mild solutions of 1.1 q 1.2 . If a mild
solution is defined for all t g R, we say it is a global solution.
` .PROPOSITION 1.1. For each b g L R = V , each 1 F p - `, and each
p .  . w . p .u g L V there exists precisely one solution u ?; u , b : 0, ` ª L V0 0
 .to 1.3 .
Proof. Applying the contraction mapping principle yields the desired
w xsolution. For a similar result, see Problem 7.1.5 in Henry's book 7 .
The proof of the following proposition rests on the estimates occurring
w xin the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 in 5 , and we did not repeat
it here.
 . p .PROPOSITION 1.2. a For T ) 0 and 1 F p - ` the mapping L V =
 .  . w x p ..B 2 u , b ¬ u ?; u , b g C 0, T , L V is continuous.0 0
 . p .b For 0 - t F t , 1 F p - `, and 0 F a - 1 the mapping L V = B1 2
 .  . w x  p ..a .2 u , b ¬ u ?; u , b g C t , t , L V is continuous.0 0 1 2
 . 1 .THEOREM 1.3. a For t ) 0, u g L V , and b g B we ha¨e0
1 .  .u t; u , b g C V .0
 . 1 .  .  .b For 0 - t F t the mapping L V = B 2 u , b ¬ u ?; u , b g1 2 0 0
1w x  ..C t , t , C V is continuous.1 2
w x w xProof. By Amann 2 or Pazy 10 , the domain of A embeds continu-1
1, 1 .ously in the Sobolev space W V . A corollary of the Niren-
 w x.berg]Gagliardo inequality see, e.g., 7 states that
1r21 qL V ; L V if ynrq F 1r2 y n , .  .
1 .1r2 q .  .that is, L V ; L V for each 1 - q - 2nr 2n y 1 . From Proposi-
 . q .tion 1.2 we deduce that u t; u , b g L V for each t ) 0, each u g0 0
1 .L V , and each b g B.
w xBy 10 , for 1 - p - ` the domain of A embeds continuously in thep
2, p .Sobolev space W V . A corollary of the Nirenberg]Gagliardo inequal-
ity states that
1r2p qL V ; L V if ynrq F 1 y nrp. .  .
p .1r2 q .  .Therefore, L V ; L V for each p - q - npr n y p . Conse-
p .1r2 r .  .quently, L V ; L V , where r [ nr n y 1 . Repeating the reason-
 . p .ing sufficiently many times, we prove that u t; u , b g L V for each0
1 .t ) 0, each u g L V , and each b g B and 1 F p - `.0
For p ) 3n, a corollary of the Nirenberg]Gagliardo inequality states
that
3r4p mL V ; C V if 0 F m - 3r2 y 1r3 s 7r6. .  .
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1 1 .  .  .It follows that u t; u , b g C V for each t ) 0, each u g L V , and0 0
each b g B.
 .Part b follows similarly by Proposition 1.2.
We recall now the definition of a skew-product dynamical system with
.discrete time .
Let B = X be a product Banach bundle, where the base space B is a
compact metrizable space and the fiber X is a Banach space. For a
k  .homeomorphism f : B ª B the iterates f , k g Z, form a discrete time
dynamical system on B. A compact linear skew-product dynamical system
 k 4`C on B = X, co¨ering f, is given by a family of compact linearks1
  . 4operators c b : b g B depending continuously on b g B in the uniform
operator topology, in the following way
C b , u s f b , c b u , b g B , x g X . .  .  . .
In other words, C is a vector bundle endomorphism. The iterates C k,
k g N, are given by
C k b , u s f k b , c k . b u , .  .  . .
where we denote
c k . b [ c f ky1 b (c f ky2 b ( ??? (c f b (c b .  .  .  .  . . .  .
 .the cocycle identity .
Let X* stand for the Banach space dual to X. For a compact linear
 k 4`skew-product dynamical system C on B = X we define its dualks1
 .k4system C* on B = X* by
C* b , u* [ fy1 b , c * b u* , b g B , u* g X*, .  .  . .
 .  .  .where c * b g L X* is the dual operator to c b . It is straightforward
 .k 4`that C* is a compact linear skew-product dynamical system cover-ks1
ing fy1.
 .  .THEOREM 1.4. Equation 1a q 1b generates a compact linear skew-
k ` Ã k ` 4   4 .product dynamical system C resp. C on the Banach bundleks1 ks1
1 1Ã .   ..  .B [ B = L V resp. B [ B = C V , where f b [ b ? 1 for b g B,
and
c b u [ u 1; b , u for b , u g B. .  .  .0 0 0
Ã Ãresp. c b u [ u 1; b , u for b , u g B . .  .  . .0 0 0
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k ` Ã k ` 4  4  .The system C factorizes through C in the sense that c b u gks1 ks1
1 .  .C V for each b, u g B and
Ãc b s c b ( i for each b g B, .  .
1 1 .  .where i stands for the natural embedding C V ; L V .
Ã .  .Proof. The continuity of the assignment b ¬ c b or b ¬ c b as a
1 .mapping from B into the space of bounded linear operators on L V or
1 .C V with the strong operator topology follows by Theorem 1.3. The
compactness follows by Proposition 1.2 and by the fact that for p suffi-
p 3r4 m .  .ciently large the space L V embeds continuously in C V . We
derive the continuity in the uniform operator topology along the lines of
w xTheorem 2.3.2. in Pazy 10 .
An immediate consequence is that for the dual skew-product dynamical
1 ` .  .  .system, c * b : C V * ª L V for each b g B. However, by Green's
1 .  .formula it follows that c * b u*, u* g C V *, equals the value at time 1
of a solution of the adjoint equation. Since the adjoint equation satisfies
all the assumptions, we have the following
 .k 4`THEOREM 1.5. The linear skew-product dynamical system C* dualks1
 k4  .  .to the system C generated by equation 1a q 1b has the property that
1 1 .  .  .c * b : C V * ª C V for each b g B.
2. ORDER AND MONOTONICITY
For a Banach space X consisting of functions defined on V, by X weq
denote the cone of nonnegative functions. It is straightforward that X isq
a closed convex set such that
 .a For each u g X and a G 0 one has a u g X , andq q
 .b X contains no one-dimensional subspace.q
p 1 .  .The cones in L V , 1 F p F `, as well as in C V are generating, that
is, X y X s X.q q
We write ¨ F u if u y ¨ g X , and ¨ - u if ¨ F u and ¨ / u.q
A cone X is called solid if its interior X is nonempty. We writeq qq
p .¨ < u if u y ¨ g X . The standard cone in L V is solid if and only ifqq
1 .p s `. The standard cone in C V is solid.
We say that a bounded linear functional u* g X* is nonnegati¨ e if
 :  :u*, u G 0 for each u g X , where ? , ? denotes the duality pairing.q
When the cone X is generating, the set of all nonnegative functionalsq
 .forms a cone X* , called the dual cone.q
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 .A functional u* g X* is called uniformly positi¨ e if there is aq
 : 5 5constant K ) 0 such that u*, u G K u for each nonzero u g X ,q
5 5 p . 1 .where ? stands for the norm in X. Among the spaces L V , only L V
admits uniformly positive functionals: They are represented by functions in
` . L V whose values are a.e. larger than some K ) 0 in other words,
` . .elements of L V . For more on cones the reader is referred toqq
w xAmann's paper 1 .
 k 4`THEOREM 2.1. Let C be the linear skew-product dynamical systemks1
 .  .generated on B by 1a q 1b . There exists an in¨ariant decomposition
B s B [ B , such that1 2
 .  .i codim B s 1, and for each b g B the fiber B b is represented1 1
 . 1 .as the nullspace of a uniformly positi¨ e functional ¨* b g L V *.
 .  1 . 1 . .ii B _ Z ; B = L V jy L V , where Z denotes the null2 q q
section of B.
 . <iii The mapping C B is a bundle automorphism.2
 .iv There are constants D G 1 and 0 - l - 1 such that
5 k . 5 1 5 5 1c b ¨ ¨ . L V . L V .1 1kF Dlk . 11 5 55 5 ¨c b ¨ . L V .L V . 22
 .  .for each b, ¨ g B , b, ¨ g B _ Z, and each k g N.1 1 2 2
1 .Proof. By Theorem 1.3, for each b g B, each u g L V , and each0
1 1 .  .  .t ) 0 we have u t; u , b g C V . Assume that a nonzero u g L V .0 0 q
 .As u t; u , b may fail to be a classical solution, we cannot apply the0
standard parabolic strong maximum principle as put forward, e.g., in
w xProtter and Weinberger 12 . However, since u as well as its spatial
derivatives is continuous, we can establish the parabolic strong maximum
principle by reasoning along the lines of Chapters 8 and 9 in Gilbarg and
w xTrudinger 6 , which enables us to show after the pattern of Theorem 4.1
w x w x  .in Hirsch 9 or Corollary 7.2.3 in Smith 14 that u t; u , b 4 0 for t ) 0.0
w xApplying Theorem 1 in Polacik and Terescak 11 to the linear skew-ÂÏ ÏÏÂ
Ã k ` Ã 4product dynamical system C , we obtain the existence of two C-ks1
Ãinvariant subbundles S and T of B such that:
1Ã .  .A1 B s B = C V is the direct sum of S and T.
1 1Ã .   .  . .A2 dim S s 1, and S _ Z ; B = C V jy C V , whereqq qq
Ã ÃZ stands for the null section of B.
 .  .  .A3 For each b g B the fiber T b can be uniquely represented
U1 .  . by a normalized functional ¨* b g C V . In particular, T l B =Ã q
1 Ã . .C V s Z.q
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Ã . <A4 C S is a bundle automorphism.
 .A5 There are constants d G 1 and 0 - l - 1 such that
k .Ã 1 15 5 5 5c b ¨ ¨ . C V . C V .1 1kF dl
k . 15 5Ã 1 ¨5 5c b ¨ . C V .2C V .2
 .  .for each b, ¨ g T, b, ¨ g S , ¨ / 0, and each k g N.1 2 2
Now, the desired bundle B equals simply S considered a subbundle of2
1 .the bundle B s B = L V .
In order to construct B , notice first that the mapping B 2 b ¬1
1 Ã .  .¨* b g C V * is continuous. Moreover, the C-invariance of T meansÃ
Ã y1 y1  ..   ..  .  .that c * f b ¨* f b s g ¨* b for some g s g b ) 0. From The-Ã Ã
 .orem 1.5 we derive that for each b g B the functional ¨* b is representedÃ
1 .  .as a function from C V depending continuously on b. Denote by ¨* b
1 .  .the functional ¨* b viewed as an element of C V . Applying the parabolicÃ
 .strong maximum principle to the adjoint equation we get that ¨* b g
1 1 .  .C V , consequently it is a uniformly positive functional from L V *.qq
 .  .  .  .To prove iii and iv , use A4 , A5 , and the fact that since B has1
1 1 .  .finite dimension, both the C V -norm and the L V -norm on it are
equivalent.
 .The property described in iv is usually referred to as exponential
 w x.separation continuous separation in 11 . The direct sum decomposition
B s B [ B uniquely defines the bundle projection P with image B1 2 2
and kernel B . The exponential separation can be formulated in the1
following way.
There are constants D G 1 and 0 - l - 1 such that
5 k k . 5 1 5 5 1Id y P f b c b ¨ Id y P b ¨ .  .  . . . . L V . L V .kF Dlk k . 11 5 55 5 P b ¨P f b c b ¨  . .  . . L V .L V .
 .for each b, ¨ g B _ B and each k g N.1
 4For t g R and b g B put f b to be b ? t. The family f forms at t t g R
 .flow s continuous-time dynamical system on the compact metrizable
 .  1 ..space B. Define for t G 0 and b g B a linear operator c t, b g L L V
by the formula
c t , b u [ u t ; b , u for u g L1 V . .  .  .0 0 0
For each t G 0 the mapping C defined ast
C b , u [ f b , c t , b u .  . .t t
 4is a bundle endomorphism of B. The family C forms a lineart t G 0
skew-product semiflow on the product bundle B. A consequence of the
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semiflow axioms is the following cocycle identity
c t q t , b s c t , f b s c t , f b for t G 0, t G 0. 2.1 .  . .  .1 2 1 t 2 t 1 22 1
For basic properties of linear skew-products semiflows the reader is
w x w xreferred to Sacker and Sell 13 or to Chow and Leiva 3 .
 4THEOREM 2.2. Let C be the linear skew-product semiflow generatedt t G 0
1 .  .  .on the product bundle B s B = L V by Eq. 1a q 1b . Then
 .i The subbundles B and B are C -in¨ariant in the sense that if1 2 t
 .   . .b, u g B then f b, c t, b u g B for t G 0, where i s 1, 2.i i i
 .  < 4ii C B extends uniquely to a linear skew-product flow on B .t 2 2
 .  .iii There are constants D9 G 1 and m ) 0 m s ylog l such that
5 5 1 5 5 1c t , b ¨ ¨ . L V . L V .1 1ym tF D9e
1 15 5 5 5c t , b ¨ ¨ . L V . L V .2 2
 .  .for each b, ¨ g B , b, ¨ g B _ Z, and each t G 0.1 1 2 2
 .Proof. We start by proving iii . Indeed, by the cocycle identity we have
 .  w x  .. w x . w xc t, b s c t y t , f t, b (c t , b , where t stands for the integer part
of t. By the standard argument compare, e.g., the proof of Lemma 3.3 in
w x.Sacker and Sell 13 there is a positive constant C9 such that
5  . 5 1 5 5 1 w x 1 .c s, b u F C9 u for s g 0, 1 , b g B, and u g L V . Fur-L V . L V .
ther, as B is one-dimensional, there is a positive constant C0 such that2
5  . 5 1 5 5 1 w x  .c s, b u G C0 u for s g 0, 1 and b, u g B . From this itL V . L V . 2
 .  .follows that for b, ¨ g B , b, ¨ g B _ Z, t G 0, we have1 1 2 2
5 5 1 5 5 1w xc t , b ¨ C9 c t , b ¨ .  .L V . L V .1 1F
1 15 5 5 5w xc t , b ¨ C0 c t , b ¨ .  .L V . L V .2 2
5 5 1 5 5 1C9D ¨ C9D ¨L V . L V .1 1w t x ty1F l F l .
1 15 5 5 5C0 ¨ C0 ¨L V . L V .2 2
Putting D9 [ C9CrlC0 and m [ ylog l gives the desired result.
 . <Part ii is a consequence of the fact that C B is a bundle automor-2
phism and the cocycle property.
 .The proof of the C -invariance of B is straightforward: b, u g B ist 2 2
  ..  . equivalent to Id y P b u s 0, which yields, by part iii , Id y
 ..  .P f b c t, b u for all t G 0. In order to establish the C -invariance oft t
 .B , suppose by way of contradiction that for some b9, ¨ g B and some1 1
 .  .t9 ) 0, t9 f N, we have c t9, b9 ¨ f B . This means that P f b9 ¨ / 0.1 t 9
w x . w x .  .As c t9 q 1, b9 ¨ s c t9 q 1 y t9, f b9 ¨ , from iii we deduce thatt 9
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the ratio
5 5 1w xId y P f b9 c t9 q 1, b9 ¨ . . . L V .w t 9xq1
15 5w xP f b9 c t9 q 1, b9 ¨ . . L V .w t 9xq1
 w x . .is finite, which contradicts the fact that f b9, c t9 q 1, b9 ¨ g B .w t 9xq1 1
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let u: R = V ª R be a nonzero global solution to 1a
 .  .q 1b such that u t, x G 0 for each t g R and each x g V. Then for each
  ..t g R the pair a ? t, u t, ? belongs to the one-dimensional subbundle B .0 2
Proof. An application of the parabolic strong maximum principle yields
1 .  .u t, ? g C V for each t g R.qq
We claim that there is a positive constant L such that
5 5 1 5 5 1 1P b w G L w for each b g B and each w g L V . .  .L V . L V . q
2.2 .
 .  .Indeed, as the fiber B b is the nullspace of the functional ¨* b , oneÃ1
  . :   .  . : 1 .has ¨* b , w s ¨* b , P b w for all w g L V . Further, since BÃ Ã 2
 .has dimension one and the functional ¨* b is uniformly positive,Ã
 . 5 5 1  .  . :there is a positive number h b such that w s h b ¨* b , wÃL V .
1 .  . 5  . 5 1for all w g L V with b, w g B . Consequently P b w sL V .q 2
 .  .  . : 1 .  .h b ¨* b , P b w for all w g L V . The positive function h ? is easilyÃ q
  . 4seen to be continuous, so there is h ) 0, h s min h b : b g B , such that
5  . 5 1   . :P b w G h ¨* b , w for all b g B and w g B. Now it remains toÃL V .
 . 1 .notice that by the continuity of the mapping B 2 b ¬ ¨* b g L V * andÃ
1 .the fact that uniformly positive functionals form an open set in L V *,
the positive constant in the definition of uniform positivity can be chosen
 .independent of b. Formula 2.2 follows immediately.
1 .As a consequence, for each nonzero w g L V and each b g B oneq
has
5 5 1Id y P b w 1 q N . . L V .
F ,
15 5P b w L . L V .
5  . 5 1 5 5 1 4where N [ sup P b w : b g B, w s 1 .L V . L V .
 .  . 1 .For each t g R denote u t s u t, ? regarded as an element of L V .Ä
  ..Suppose to the contrary that there is t9 such that a ? t9, u t9 does notÄ0
belong to B . Put2
5 5 1Id y P a ? t9 u t9 .  . .Ä L V .0
M [ ) 0,
15 5P a ? t9 u t9 .  .Ä L V .0
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and
1 ML
t0 [ t9 q log ,
m 2 D9 1 q N .
 .  .where m and D9 are constants from Theorem 2.2 iii . As M F 1 q N rL,
we have t0 - t9.
 .An application of Theorem 2.2 iii yields
5 5 1Id y P a ? t9 u t9 .  . .Ä L V .0
15 5P a ? t9 u t9 .  .Ä L V .0
5 5 1c t9 y t0 , a ? t0 Id y P a ? t0 u t0 .  .  . .Ä L V .0 0s
15 5c t9 y t0 , a ? t0 P a ? t0 u t0 .  .  .Ä L V .0 0
5 5 1c t9 y t0 , a ? t0 Id y P a ? t0 u t9 .  .  . .Ä L V .0 0ym t 9yt 0 .F D9e
15 5c t9 y t0 , a ? t0 P a ? t0 u t0 .  .  .Ä L V .0 0
1 q N
ym  t 9yt 0 .F D9e
L
M
F ,
2
a contradiction.
Finally, we formulate now our main result.
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that u , u are nonzero global solutions of1 2
 .  .  .  .1a q 1b such that u t, x G 0 and u t, x G 0 for all t g R and all1 2
 .  .x g V. Then there is a positi¨ e constant k such that u t, x s k u t, x for1 2
all t g R and all x g V.
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